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Abstract 
The relations between a group code C and the syntactic monoid syn(C*) of the star clo- 
sure C* of C are given. We outline certain results previously obtained on group codes and 
give several new properties of group codes. In particular, by a strong code and the diamond 
property, two necessary and sufficient conditions for a code to be a group code are 
given. 
0. Introduction 
Which characteristics does a code C possess when the syntactic monoid syn(C* ) of 
the star closure C* of C is a group? This is an open problem posed by Schiitzenberger 
in [ 131. We call a code C a group code if the syntactic monoid syn(C* ) of the star 
closure C* of C is a group. This definition of a group code is different from the one in 
[l] (see [ 1, pp. 46-471). The relations between them are given below. Schiitzenberger 
had characterized the structure of finite group codes and proved that C is a group code 
iff C is a full uniform code (see [4,13]). Some properties of group codes, in particular 
finite group codes, were given in [I]. In [5-91, the structure of certain infinite codes 
which are group codes were characterized. In this paper, we outline the above results 
and obtain several new results of group codes. Finally, by a strong code and the 
diamond property given by Prof D. Perrin, two necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a code to be a group code are given. 
We first introduce the necessary concepts and some notation. For additional details 
and definitions, see the references, in particular [l, 4, 121. 
Let A be a finite alphabet. A* denotes the free monoid generated by A and A+ = 
A*\{ I}, where 1 is the empty word over A. Any element and subset of A* is said 
to be a word and a language over A, respectively. For x E A*, by 1x1 we denote the 
length of x. With any language L g A*, one associates its principal congruence PL and 
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its syntactic monoid syn(L) = A*/PL, where 
By [w] we denote the PL-class of w, i.e., [w] = {x E A* 1 x 5 I}. 
A language C C_A * is said to be a code over A if the submonoid C* of A” is 
freely generated by C. A language C CA* is said to be a prefix(suffix)if CA+ f’ C = 
0(A+C fl C = 8). If a language C &A* is both a prefix code and a suffix code then 
we call C a bifix(or biprefix)code. A code C is said to be a maximal code if, for 
all u E A*, C U {u} is not a code. A code C is said to be an infix(outfix)code if 
(‘d’u,v~A*)x, uxv~C~uu=l(uu, uxu~C~x=l).AcodeCCA*issaidto 
be a strong code if C satisfies the following conditions (i) (Vxi,xz, y E A*)x~x~, y E 
C* + ~1~x2 E C* and (ii) (Vxi,xz, y E A*)y,xi yx2 E C* j. ~1x2 E C*. For the sake 
of simplicity, in this paper we assume that A is the least alphabet for a code, i.e., let 
C be a code over A, then A*aA* n C # 0 for every a E A. 
Let G be a group and H be a subgroup of G, and 
be a surjective morphism. The base X of the submonoid M = p-‘(H) is said to 
be a group code over A (see [ 1, pp. 46-471). We know that X is a bifix code and 
a maximal code [l]. In the sequel, we state the relations between G and syn(X*). 
According to Lemma 5.1(a) in [4] (see [4, pp. 166-1671): Let 8 : A* -+ M be a 
surjective morphism and let L = F’(P) for some subset P of M. Then there exists 
a unique surjective morphism cr : M ---f M(L) such that (PL = (T o 8, where cp~ is 
the syntactic morphism (PL : A* --+ M(L). Therefore there exists a unique surjective 
morphism c : G + syn(X*) = A*/Pp such that Pp = 0 o cp, where Pp is the 
syntactic morphism Pp : A* -+ syn(X* ) = A*/Pp . Hence, we have the following 
commutative diagram 
q-‘(H) =X* CA* - G>H 
This states that syn(X*) = A*/PL is a morphism image of the group G and conse- 
quently syn(X*) is a group. In particular, taking H = {l}, where 1 is the identity of 
G, cp-‘( 1) = X*. Then syn(X* ) is a group and X* is in the same Pp -class. We call 
the above X(cp-‘(1) =X*) a regular group code [l, pp. 250-2511. Conversely, if X 
is a code over A and the syntactic monoid syn(X*) of the star closure X” of X is a 
group. Then 
Px- : A * + syn(X*) = A*/Pp 
is a stnjective morphism from A* noto the group syn(X* ). Consider the subset Px* (X* ) 
of syn(X* ), it is easy to see that Pp (X*) is a subgroup of syn(X*) and P,$ [Pp (X*)1 
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=X*. By the definition of a group code in [l], thus X is a group code over A. From 
the above statements it directly follows that a code X over A is a group code iff the 
syntactic monoid syn(X*) of the star closure X* of X is a group. In particular, a 
code X over A is a regular group code iff X is a group code and X* is in the same 
Px* -class. 
1. Finite group codes 
Since a group code must be a bifix code and a maximal code, we first give several 
lemmas on bifix and maximal codes. 
Lemma 1.1 (Berstel and Perrin [l]). Let C 2 A* be a prefix code. Then C is a max- 
imal prefix code @A* = CA* U C(A+)-‘, where C(A+)-’ = {x E A* 1 C nxA+ # 0). 
Furthermore, let C 2 A* be a jinite prejix code. Then C is a maximal prefix code ifs 
C is a maximal code. 
Lemma 1.2 (Berstel and Perrin [l]). Let C 2 A* be a finite maximal prejix code. 
Then for every a E A there exists some positive integer m such that a”’ E C. 
Lemma 1.3. Let C 2 A* be a jinite btjix code and a maximal code. Then there exists 
a common positive integer m such that a”’ E C for every a E A. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, for any a, b E A, there exist p, q such that at’, bq E C. Assume 
that p > q. Since C is a bifix code and as, bq E C, there exist some positive integers 
lp-l,lp-2,,‘., &,I, such that aP-‘btp--l,aP-2b’p--2 ,...,a2b12,abtl are in C and l<l, # 
l,<q- 1, l<s # t<p- 1, consequently p- l<q- l,pdq, a contradiction! This 
proves p = q. 
Lemma 1.4 (Berstel and Perrin [l], Reis and Then-in [ll]). Let C &A* be a code. 
Then the two following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) C is a regular group code, i.e., syn(C*) is a group and C* is in the same 
PC* -class. 
(2) C* is rejective, i.e., uv E C* * vu E C*. 
Theorem 1.1 (Lallement [4], pp. 213-214, Schiitzenberger [12]). Let C CA* be a ji- 
nite code. Then following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) C is a group code. 
(2) syn(C* ) is a cyclic group of order n for some n. 
(3) C is a full untform code, i.e., C = A* for some n. 
For a finite group code, a more detailed characterization is given. 
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Theorem 1.2. Let C &A* be a finite bifix code. Then following conditions are equiv- 
alent: 
(1) C is a maximal code and there exists a E A such that a” E C where n = 
max{ IwJ 1 w E C}. 
(2) C is a maximal prefix(sufJix)code and there exists a E A such that a” E C 
where n = max{lw] 1 w E C}. 
(3) C is a full uniform code, i.e., C = A” for some n. 
(4) C is a group code. 
(5) syn(C* ) is a cyclic group of order n for some n. 
(6) C* is rejective, i.e., uv E C* + vu E C*. 
Proof. According to Theorem 1.1, (3) # (4) @ (5). By Lemma 1.4, (3) @ (6) @ 
(4). Clearly, (1) * (2) (3) @ (2). Therefore, it suffices to show (2) @ (3). By the 
assumption, there is a E A such that a” E C where n is the length of the longest words 
in C. We shall prove that aA”-’ C C. By C is a maximal prefix code, thus for any 
b E A, a”-‘b @ C(A+)-‘, a”-’ b E CA*, a”-‘b E C. Hence, a”-lA C C. Now consider 
ane2A2. As Iu~-~wI = n for any w E A2, a”-2A2nC(A+)-’ = 8, anp2A2 & CA*. Again 
C being a bifix code and a”-‘A C C, so any proper prefix of the words in anm2A2 is not 
in C ane2A2 s C. Next consider an-‘A3. Similarly we have an-‘A3 C C. Continuing 
the same discusses, we obtain that aA”-’ C C. By Lemma 1.3, b” E C for every b E A. 
Therefore, bA”-’ C C for every b E A, A” C C. As C is a maximal code, C = A”, this 
completes the proof of (2) % (3). [? 
2. Some infinite group codes 
Theorem 2.1 (Berstel and F’errin [l, pp. 70-711). Any thin group code is recognizable. 
Theorem 2.2 (Berstel and Perrin [l; Reis and Therrin 11; Zhang 141). Let C is a 
code over A. The three following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) C* is reJective, i.e., uv E C* + vu E C*. 
(2) C is a strong code and a maximal code. 
(3) C is a regular group code, i.e., C is a group code and C* is in the same 
PC* -class. 
Remark 2.1. On a group code C, although the two group codes given in [l] (see [ 1, 
pp. 47-491) are regular group codes, i.e., the star closure C* of C is in the same 
PC* -class, C* is always not in the same PC.-class in general. In the sequel, we give 
an example for C to be a group code but C* not to be in the same PC*-class. Let 
A = {a,b} and C = ab*a U ba*b. It is easy to verify that C is a bifix code and a 
maximal code. 
(i) aba E ab3a E . . . E ab2’+‘u for n 3 1 
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Assume that for any u,v E A*uabav E C*, then 
uabav E C* + (1) u E C*a or u E C*b and (2) u E C*ab’ or u E C*ba’. (1) if 
u E C*a then v E b2’+‘C* or v E ahbC*, therefore u(ab2”+‘a)v E C”. If u E C*b then 
L’ E a2’+‘C* or v E bhaC*, thus u(ab2”+‘a)v E C*. (2) if u E C*ab’ then v E b2’+‘C* 
or v E ahbC*; if u E C*ba’ then v E a 21+1 C* or v E bhaC*. Similar to (1 ), we have 
u(ab2”+’ a)v E C*. 
Conversely, similarly u(ab2”+‘a)v E C* + u(aba)v E C*. 
(ii) ab2a = ab4a = ... 3 ab2”a for n>l 
Assume that for any u, v E A* uab2av E C*, then 
uab2av E C* =+ (1) u E C*a or u E C*b and (2) u E C*ab’ or u E C*ba’. (1) if 
u E C*a then v E a2’+‘C* or v E bhaC*, therefore u(ab2”a)v E C*. If u E C*b then 
v E b2’+‘C* or v E ahbC*, thus u(ab2”a)v E C*. (2) if u E C*ab’ then v E a2’+‘C* 
or v E bhaC*; if u E C*ba’ then v E b2’+‘C* or v E ahbC*. Similar to (1) we have 
u(ab2”a)v E C* 
Conversely, similarly u(ab2”a)v E C* + u(ab2a)v E C*. 
(iii) Repeating the same discusses as (i) and (ii), we have that 
bab E ba2”” b, ba2b E ba2”b, a2 E ab2a, b2 3 ba2b, 
1 E a2 E b2 E a(b2)*a E b(a2)*b,aba E bab, 
i.e., 1 = a(b2)*a E b(a2)*b,aba G ab2”+’ a E bab s ba2”+‘b, but 1 $ aba. By 
(i)-(iii), we know that C* is not in the same PC*-class. And syn(C*) is a group. 
In fact, for any w E A*, w = ai1 bjl ’ . . aipbjp, since [a21 = [b2] = [l], [w] = 
[&][bjl] . . . [a’p][bjp] = [a&l] [b&i]. . . [a&p] [&I, w h ere Ei, 6; = 0 or 1,1 didp. Thus, 
wiij=ailbil . . . aipbjpbjpaip . . . bAait E a&~b4 . . . && bEbaBp . . . b”;a”’ E 1. Therefore, 
[w] is invertible and svn(C* ) is a group. 
According to Theorem 2.3. the structure of a regular group code is completely char- 
acterized by a strong code being a maximal code. 
Theorem 2.4 (Cao [2; Long 91). Let C 2 A* be a code. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) C is a hyper-strong code. 
(2) C is an n-strong code for II > 2. 
(3) syn( C* ) is an abelian group. 
(4) C* is an abelian language over A. 
(5) (Vx, u, v E A*)xuv E C* + mu E C*. 
(6) (Vy, u, v E A*)uvy E C* =+ vuy E C”. 
(7) (Kx, y, u, v E A*)xuvy E C* =+ xvuy E C*. 
Theorem 2.5 (Long [5]). Let CC A* be a k-infix code or a k-outjix code, or a 
reflective code. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) C is a group code. 
(2) syn(C* ) is a cyclic group of order n for some n. 
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(3) c f 11 f ts a u um orm code, i.e., C = A” for some n. 
(4) C is a maximal code. 
(5) C is a maximal prejix(sufJix, bi’x)code. 
(6) C* is rejective, i.e., uv E C* + vu E C*. 
Theorem 2.6 (Long [5]). Let C 2 A* be a p-infix code or a right semaphore(s-infix 
code, or a left semaphore)code. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) C is a group code. 
(2) syn(C* ) is a cyclic group of order n for some n. 
(3) C is a full uniform code, i.e., C = A” for some n. 
(4) C is a maximal prejix(sufJix)code. 
(5) C* is reflective, i.e., uv E C* * vu E C*. 
Theorem 2.7 (Long [6]). Let C E PPk(A)(P&(A), P&(A), PPk(A) U P&(A), P&-l 
(A), ,!&,(A), BLk_l(A), PLk_1(A)USLk_1(A)) for ka2. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) C is a group code. 
(2) syn(C*) is a cyclic group of order n for some n. 
(3) C is a full uniform code, i.e., C = A” for some n. 
(4) C is both a bijix code and a maximal code. 
(5) C is both a maximal prefix code and a maximal suftix code. 
(6) C* is reflective, i.e., uv E C* + vu E C*. 
Theorem 2.8 (Long [S]). Let C CA* be a 3-infix-outjx code. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) C is a group code. 
(2) syn(C*) is a cyclic group of order n for some n. 
(3) C is a full uniform code, i.e., C = A” for some n. 
(4) C is a maximal code. 
(5) C is a maximal preJx(sufJix, bijix)code. 
(6) C* is rejective, i.e., uv E C* ==+ vu E C*. 
3. Two necessary and sufficient conditions 
Finally, we give the two necessary and sufficient conditions for a code to be a group 
code. 
Theorem 3.1. Let C CA* be a group code. Then I[111 > 1 and there exists a strong 
code D such that [l] = D* and PC* = PO*. 
Proof. For any language L C_ A*, by [l] = {x E A* 1 x E I} we denote the PL-class 
of the empty word 1, then I[ l]] = 1 or I[111 > 1([12]). Since syn(C*) is a group, for 
any a E A, there exists y E A* such that [a][~] = [l], i.e., ay E l(Pc*), thus ][l]] > 1, 
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there exists a strong code D such that [l] = D* [12, Proposition 7.2, p. 991. Let 
u E u(Pc.). For any X, Y E A*, if xuy E D* then [xuy] = [l]. But XUY 5 xvY(Pc*), 
thus [xuy] = [xuY] = [l], xuy E D*. Conversely, xuy E D* + xuy E D*. Therefore, 
u = u(Po-). Let u z u(Po*). Since sYn(C*) is a group, there exists w E A* such that 
[u][w] = [l], consequently uw E l(Pc*). Also u E u(Po*), hence uw zz uw(Po.). By 
uw = l(Pc*), uw E D*, uw E D*. Therefore, [u][w] = [u][w] = [l], [u] = [v],u E 
u(Pc* ). This shows that PC- = PO*. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let C CA* be a group code. Then (Vu, II, w, r E A*)uu, uw, ru E C* + 
r-w E c*. 
Proof. Since C is a group code, there exist x,y,z E A* such that [uu][x] = [uw][y] = 
[ru][z] = [I], i.e., uux, uwy, TWZ E C*. Thus, x,y,z E C*. Also, [u][x][u] = 
[Wl[Yl[~l = [ul[zl[rl = VI, [xul = kl, [uxl = [WY], [xul[wl = [Z~l[Ul, [XUWl[Yl = 
[zyw][y]. This proves that xuwy E zrwy(Pc*). By x,y,z,uw E C*,xuwy,zrwy E C*, 
hence TW E C*. 
Remark 3.1. In general, the sufficiency of Theorem 3.2 is not true. Let A = {a, b}, C = 
{a’, b}. From the definitions it directly follows that if C CA* is a bifix code then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) uu,uw,ru E C* * rw E C*. 
(ii) uu, uw, YU E C * yw E C*. 
It is easy to verify that C satisfies the above condition (ii) but C is not a group 
code. Since a group code C must be a maximal bifix code, is C a group code when 
C is a maximal bifix code satisfying the above condition (i)? this problem is very 
interesting. Prof D. Perrin give a positive answer [lo]. 
Let X 2 A* be a group code, i.e. a code X such that the syntactic monoid of X* 
is a group. Then X satisfies the following property, which can be called the diamond 
property: 
uu,uw,ruEX**rwEX* (1) 
u V x r W 
Fig. 1. The diamond property. 
We have indeed, in the free group on A, the equality 
Tw = Tu(uu)-+4w (2) 
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Let G = cp(A* ) be the syntactic monoid of A* and let H = cp(X* ) be the image 
of X*. Since H is a subgroup of G, The implication (1) follows from formula (2). 
Conversely, we have: 
Theorem 3.3 (Perrin [lo]). Zf X is a maximal biprejix code satisfying (1) then X is 
a group code. 
Proof. Since X is maximal biprefix, it is either maximal prefix or maximal suffix. 
Indeed, If X U {y} is prefix and X U { z IS suffix, then X U {yz} is biprefix. Since } 
condition (1) is symmetrical, we may suppose that X is maximal prefix. 
Let d = (Q, 1,1) be the minimal automaton of X*. Since X is maximal prefix, 
d is complete. We show that d is a group automaton. For this, let p,q E Q and 
a E A, be such that p. a = q a. To show that this implies p = q, let 21 E A* be such 
that p . au = q . au = 1 and let w E A* be such that p . w = 1. Let also U, r E A* 
be such that 1 ’ u = p, 1 r = q. Then we have uav,uw,rau E X* and then by (l), 
yw E x* showing that q’w = 1. This shows that p = q by the definition of the minimal 
automaton. Therefore, the transitions of d are injective and & being complete, this 
implies that d is a group automaton. Hence, X is a group code. 
Theorem 3.4. Let C CA* be a code. Then C is a group code ifs there exists a strong 
code D which is a maximal code such that [l] = D*. 
Proof. Necessity: Since C is a group code, by Theorem 3.1, there exists a strong code 
D such that [l] = D* and PC* = PO*. Hence, syn(C*) = A*/Pc* = A*/PD. = syn(D*) 
is a group. Therefore, D is a group code, and consequently D is a maximal code. 
SufJiciency: Let D be a strong code and be a maximal code, [l] = D*. Now consider 
syn(D*). By Theorem 2.3, D is a group code, i.e., syn(D*) is a group. For any w E A* 
there exists y E A* such that wy E ~(PD.). By 1 E D*, wy E D*. This shows that 
wy E l(Pc*). Similarly there exists z E A* such that zw E 1 (PO* ) and z-w = 1 (PC* ). 
That is, wy = zw E l(Pc* ), [w] is an invertible element of syn(C* ), consequently 
syn(C*) is a group, i.e., C is a group code. 
Remark 3.2. The structure of a strong code D which is a maximal code is completely 
determined in [9] (see [9, Theorem 41). Again according to Proposition 7.2 in [12], 
for any strong D over A, the [l] of the syntactic monoid syn(D*) of the language D* 
must be D*. Therefore we can construct a group code by a strong code which is a 
maximal code. 
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